
Boat only price
(prices incl. VAT)

Boat + BF2.3SCHU

Compact and ultra-light, this slatted-deck inflatable features  
large buoyancy tubes, ensuring great stability – perfect as a 
tender, for fishing trips or just great fun for the family.  

The slatted floor and 3 chamber tubes makes for easy 
assembly and it’s lightweight and compact enough for 
single handed launching.

Inflatable Engine 

2.0m Slatted flat floor inflatable
Capacity: 2 persons   Engine range: up to 4hp (27kg)

Honwave T20-SE

Rigid construction
Reinforced fibreglass 
transom and seat.

Great stability
Large buoyancy tubes 

ensure maximum stability 
and buoyancy.

Premium grade PVC
Two tone Honda exclusive 
materials for great looks 
that are built to last.

Tube protection
Extra-wide exterior rubber strake, 
ensuring maximum protection.

Complete package
Honwave comes with 

pump, carry storage bag, 
seat, oars, manometer, tie 

rope and repair kit.

Attention 
to detail
Top quality fittings 
including streamlined 
oar locks, lifting rings 
and lifelines.

Reinforced tube ends
Tough polymer rear tube 

ends protect against 
impacts and scuffing.
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* subject to an annual service

Professional Use

Year Warranty

Detachable oars
for convenient stowing.



Boat only price
(prices incl. VAT)

Boat + BF2.3SCHU

Boat + BF5SU

Compact and ultra-light, this slatted-deck inflatable features 
large buoyancy tubes, ensuring great stability – perfect as a 
tender, for fishing trips or just great fun for the family.  

The slatted floor and 3 chamber tubes makes for easy 
assembly and it’s lightweight and compact enough for 
single handed launching.

Inflatable Engine 

2.5m Slatted flat floor inflatable
Capacity: 3 persons   Engine range: up to 6hp (34kg)

Honwave T25-SE

Rigid construction
Reinforced fibreglass 
transom and seat.

Great stability
Large buoyancy tubes in 

ensure maximum stability 
and buoyancy.

Premium grade PVC
Two tone Honda exclusive 
materials for great looks 
that are built to last.

Tube protection
Extra-wide exterior rubber strake, 
ensuring maximum protection.

Complete package
Honwave comes with 

pump, carry storage bag, 
seat, oars, manometer, tie 

rope and repair kit.

Attention 
to detail
Top quality fittings 
including streamlined 
oar locks, lifting hooks, 
handles and lifelines.

Reinforced tube ends
Tough polymer rear tube 

ends protect against 
impacts and scuffing.
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* subject to an annual service

Professional Use

Year Warranty

Detachable oars
for convenient stowing.



For serious fun on the water, the T25-AE offers a great 
combination of durability and stability, yet is compact enough  
to be stored in a single bag, ready to take anywhere. 

The rigid aluminium floor slats give a solid feel underfoot  
and extra-large buoyancy tubes guarantee stable cruising  
every time. Honda attention to detail and innovation is  
evident from transom to bow – even the slats are number  
coded for hassle-free assembly.  

Boat only price
(prices incl. VAT)

Boat + BF2.3SCHU

Boat + BF5SU

Inflatable Engine 

2.5m Aluminium floor + air keel inflatable
Capacity: 3 persons   Engine range: up to 6hp (45kg)

Honwave T25-AE

Rigid construction
Reinforced fibreglass  
transom and seat.

Rigid aluminium 
floor slats

Added durability and 
a solid feel underfoot. 

Coded slats allow 
hassle-free assembly. 

Premium grade PVC
Two tone Honda exclusive 
materials for great looks  
that are built to last.

Tube protection
Extra-wide exterior rubber strake, 
ensuring maximum protection.

Complete package
Honwave comes with 

pump, carry storage bag, 
seat, oars, manometer, tie 

rope and repair kit.

Attention 
to detail
Top quality fittings  
including streamlined 
oar locks, lifting 
hooks, handles and 
lifelines.

Reinforced tube ends
Tough polymer rear tube  

ends protect against  
impacts and scuffing.

Drain valve
 Inboard one-way drain valve  

for fast, efficient bailing.
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* subject to an annual service

Professional Use

Year Warranty

Detachable oars
for convenient stowing.



Boat only price
(prices incl. VAT)

Boat + BF2.3SCHU

Boat + BF5SU

Boat + BF8SHU 

Boat + BF10SHU 

Boat + BF15SHU 

For serious fun on the water, the Honwave T30-AE 
offers a great combination of durability and stability 
with capacity for up to 4 people. The rigid aluminium 
floor slats give a solid feel underfoot and extra-large 
buoyancy tubes guarantee stable cruising every time. 
Honda attention to detail and innovation is evident from 
transom to bow – even the slats are number coded for 
hassle-free assembly.  

Inflatable Engine 

3.0m Aluminium floor + air keel inflatable
Capacity: 4 persons   Engine range: up to 15hp (54kg)

Honwave T30-AE

Rigid construction
Reinforced fibreglass  
transom and seat.

Rigid aluminium 
floor slats

Added durability and 
a solid feel underfoot. 

Coded slats allow 
hassle-free assembly. 

Premium grade PVC
Two tone Honda exclusive 
materials for great looks  
that are built to last.

Tube protection
Extra-wide exterior rubber strake, 
ensuring maximum protection.

Complete package
Honwave comes with 

pump, carry storage bag, 
seat, oars, manometer, tie 

rope and repair kit.

Attention 
to detail
Top quality fittings  
including streamlined 
oar locks, lifting hooks, 
handles and lifelines.

Reinforced tube ends
Tough polymer rear tube  

ends protect against  
impacts and scuffing.

Drain valve
 Inboard one-way drain valve  

for fast, efficient bailing.
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* subject to an annual service

Professional Use

Year Warranty

Detachable oars
for convenient stowing.



Boat only price
(prices incl. VAT)

Boat + BF5SU

Boat + BF8SHU 

Boat + BF10SHU 

Boat + BF15SHU 

Boat + BF20SHU 

For serious fun on the water, the Honwave T35-AE 
offers a great combination of durability and stability 
with capacity for up to 5 people. The rigid aluminium 
floor slats give a solid feel underfoot and extra-large 
buoyancy tubes guarantee stable cruising every time. 
Honda attention to detail and innovation is evident from 
transom to bow – even the slats are number coded for 
hassle-free assembly.  

Inflatable Engine 

3.5m Aluminium floor + air keel inflatable
Capacity: 5 persons   Engine range: up to 20hp (73kg)

Honwave T35-AE

Rigid construction
Reinforced fibreglass  
transom and seat.

Rigid aluminium 
floor slats

Added durability and 
a solid feel underfoot. 

Coded slats allow 
hassle-free assembly. 

Premium grade PVC
Two tone Honda exclusive 
materials for great looks  
that are built to last.

Tube protection
Extra-wide exterior rubber strake, 
ensuring maximum protection.

Complete package
Honwave comes with 

pump, carry storage bag, 
seat, oars, manometer, tie 

rope and repair kit.

Attention 
to detail
Top quality fittings  
including streamlined 
oar locks, lifting hooks, 
handles and lifelines.

2 seat option
A second seat can be 
added or removed for 
load-carrying flexibility.

Reinforced tube ends
Tough polymer rear tube  

ends protect against  
impacts and scuffing.

Drain valve
 Inboard one-way drain valve  

for fast, efficient bailing.
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* subject to an annual service

Professional Use

Year Warranty

Detachable oars
for convenient stowing.



Boat only price
(prices incl. VAT)

Boat + BF5SU

Boat + BF8SHU 

Boat + BF10SHU 

Boat + BF15SHU 

Boat + BF20SHU 

For serious fun on the water, our largest Honwave – the 
T40-AE offers a great combination of durability, stability 
and larger capacity for up to 7 people. 

The rigid aluminium floor slats give a solid feel underfoot 
and extra-large buoyancy tubes guarantee smooth 
cruising every time. Honda attention to detail and 
innovation is evident from transom to bow – even the 
slats are number coded for hassle-free assembly. 

Inflatable Engine 

4.0m Aluminium floor + air keel inflatable
Capacity: 7 persons   Engine range: up to 30hp (86kg)

Honwave T40-AE

Rigid construction
Reinforced fibreglass  
transom and seat.

Rigid aluminium 
floor slats

Added durability and 
a solid feel underfoot. 

Coded slats allow 
hassle-free assembly. 

Premium grade PVC
Two tone Honda exclusive 
materials for great looks  
that are built to last.

Tube protection
Extra-wide exterior rubber strake, 
ensuring maximum protection.

Complete package
Honwave comes with 

pump, carry storage bag, 
seat, oars, manometer, tie 

rope and repair kit.

Attention 
to detail
Top quality fittings  
including streamlined 
oar locks, lifting hooks, 
handles and lifelines.

Reinforced tube ends
Tough polymer rear tube  

ends protect against  
impacts and scuffing.

Drain valve
 Inboard one-way drain valve  

for fast, efficient bailing.
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* subject to an annual service

Professional Use

Year Warranty

Detachable oars
for convenient stowing.

2 seat option
A second seat can be 
added or removed for 
load-carrying flexibility.



Boat only price
(prices incl. VAT)

Boat + BF2.3SCHU

Boat + BF5SU

The T24-IE has been designed as the ideal yacht tender 
– its compact and lightweight packing size will fit neatly 
into the average boat locker. The revolutionary air V-floor 
inflatable gives rib-like performance that smooths out even 
the choppiest waters and ensures maximum stability at 
virtually any speed. The hull design incorporates extended 
rear trim pads, for effortless directional agility and earlier 
planing with smaller engines.

Inflatable Engine 

2.4m Air V-floor inflatable
Capacity: 3 persons   Engine range: up to 6hp (33kg)

Honwave T24-IE

Extended trim tabs
Reinforced fibreglass 
transom with built in trim tabs
for exceptional handling.

Great handling
and stability

Air V floor for 
superb stability, 

turning and a 
smoother ride.

Premium grade PVC
Two tone Honda exclusive 
materials for great looks 
that are built to last.

Tube protection
Extra-wide exterior rubber strake, 
ensuring maximum protection.

Complete package
Honwave comes with 

pump, carry storage bag, 
seat, oars, manometer, tie 

rope and repair kit.

Attention 
to detail
Top quality fittings 
including streamlined 
oar locks, lifting hooks, 
handles and lifelines.

Reinforced tube ends
Tough polymer rear tube 

ends protect against 
impacts and scuffing.

Drain valve
 Inboard one-way drain valve 

for fast, efficient bailing.
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* subject to an annual service

Professional Use

Year Warranty

Detachable oars
for convenient stowing.



Boat only price
(prices incl. VAT)

Boat + BF2.3SCHU

Boat + BF5SU

Boat + BF8SHU

Light and fast, the revolutionary air V-floor inflatable gives 
rib-like performance that smooths out even the choppiest 
waters. The Air V hull design significantly optimises keel 
performance and ensures maximum stability at virtually 
any speed. The hull design incorporates extended rear trim 
pads, for effortless directional agility and additional stern lift, 
helping the boat to plane with smaller horsepower engines.

Inflatable Engine 

2.7m Air V-floor inflatable
Capacity: 3 persons   Engine range: up to 8hp (34kg)

Honwave T27-IE

Extended trim tabs
Reinforced fibreglass 
transom with built in trim 
tabs for exceptional handling.

Great handling
and stability

Air V floor for 
superb stability, 

turning and a 
smoother ride.

Premium grade PVC
Two tone Honda exclusive 
materials for great looks 
that are built to last.

Tube protection
Extra-wide exterior rubber strake, 
ensuring maximum protection.

Complete package
Honwave comes with 

pump, carry storage bag, 
seat, oars, manometer, tie 

rope and repair kit.

Attention 
to detail
Top quality fittings 
including streamlined 
oar locks, lifting hooks, 
handles and lifelines.

Reinforced tube ends
Tough polymer rear tube 

ends protect against 
impacts and scuffing.

Drain valve
 Inboard one-way drain valve 

for fast, efficient bailing.
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Professional Use

Year Warranty

Detachable oars
for convenient stowing.

* subject to an annual service



Boat only price
(prices incl. VAT)

Boat + BF2.3SCHU

Boat + BF5SU

Boat + BF8SHU 

Boat + BF10SHU 

Boat + BF15SHU 

Light and fast, the revolutionary air V-floor inflatable gives  
rib-like performance that smooths out even the choppiest 
waters and ensures maximum stability at virtually any 
speed. The hull design also incorporates inflated rear trim 
pads, for effortless directional agility and additional stern 
lift. This has the dual benefit of helping the boat to plane 
with smaller horsepower engines, as well as providing extra 
buoyancy for larger engines.

Inflatable Engine 

3.2m Air V-floor inflatable
Capacity: 4 persons   Engine range: up to 15hp (39kg)

Honwave T32-IE

Inflated trim tabs
Effortless directional agility  
and additional buoyancy for  
handling a larger engine.

Great handling
and stability

Air V floor for  
superb stability,  

turning and a  
smoother ride.

Premium grade PVC
Two tone Honda exclusive 
materials for great looks  
that are built to last.

Tube protection
Extra-wide exterior rubber strake, 
ensuring maximum protection.

Complete package
Honwave comes with 

pump, carry storage bag, 
seat, oars, manometer, tie 

rope and repair kit.

Attention 
to detail
Top quality fittings  
including streamlined 
oar locks, lifting hooks, 
handles and lifelines.

Reinforced tube ends
Tough polymer rear tube  

ends protect against  
impacts and scuffing.

Drain valve
 Inboard one-way drain valve  

for fast, efficient bailing.
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Professional Use

Year Warranty

Detachable oars
for convenient stowing.

* subject to an annual service



Boat only price
(prices incl. VAT)

Boat + BF5SU

Boat + BF8SHU 

Boat + BF10SHU 

Boat + BF15SHU 

Boat + BF20SHU 

Light and fast, the revolutionary air V-floor inflatable gives  
rib-like performance that smooths out even the choppiest 
waters. The T38-IE features a unique ‘shark skin’ hull 
material to slice through the water with less friction and drag, 
making it quick to get onto the plane and providing sports-
like handling on the straights and in turns. The Air V hull is 
designed for maximum stability at virtually any speed, while 
rear inflated trim pads provide effortless directional agility 
and additional buoyancy for handling a larger engine.

Inflatable Engine 

3.8m Air V-floor inflatable
Capacity: 5 persons   Engine range: up to 20hp (48kg)

Honwave T38-IE

Inflated trim tabs
Effortless directional agility  
and additional buoyancy for  
handling a larger engine.

Great handling
and stability
Air V hull design  

for superb stability,  
turning and a  

smoother ride.

Premium grade PVC
Two tone Honda exclusive 
materials for great looks  
that are built to last.

Tube protection
Extra-wide exterior rubber strake, 
ensuring maximum protection.

‘Shark skin’ hull 
Slices through the water with 
less friction and drag, making it 
quick to get onto the plane and 
providing sports-like handling.

Complete package
Honwave comes with 

pump, carry storage bag, 
seat, oars, manometer, tie 

rope and repair kit.

Attention to detail
Top quality fittings including removable 
oars with streamlined oar locks, lifting 

hooks, handles and lifelines.

Reinforced tube ends
Tough polymer rear tube  

ends protect against  
impacts and scuffing.

Drain valve
 Inboard one-way drain valve  

for fast, efficient bailing.
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Professional Use

Year Warranty

2 seat option
A second seat can 
be added or removed 
for load-carrying 
flexibility.

* subject to an annual service
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